A Letter to the Park Superintendent Student Checklist

**Directions:** Write a letter to the park superintendent about the Grand Canyon issue addressed in the article you read.

**Checklist**

- Write a letter at least three full paragraphs in length.
- Use proper business letter format.
- Letter must be typed or written in ink.
- First paragraph will be your introduction. Tell the superintendent who you are, what the environment at the Grand Canyon is like today, and what issue you will address.
- Second paragraph should provide specific details about your issue.
  - First state why your issue needs to be addressed.
  - Second is your issue an example of the Grand Canyon being used as absolute, relative or representational space?
  - Third describe any efforts that have already been taken to address this issue at the Grand Canyon National Park.
- Third Paragraph should praise or criticize the actions that are being taken to address this issue at the park.
  - Your opinion on the issue should be clearly stated (do you believe that this is proper use of the park, should the park be relative space or representational space?).
  - You then need to make a recommendation for further action that should be taken at the park.
- Attach this checklist to your letter when you hand it in.